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In due course of occupation a znud floor was laid with varying thickness at different areas so as to maintain
an even occupational level. The occupation period was short as indicated by the comparative thinness
of the first Layei . Though the strata is separatee! by the mud floor there is not much* difference in pottery
from top to bottom indicating a single cultural occupational pei iod. The finds of charred bone and animal
teeth, burnt clods of earth and soot on some of the pot sherds are sure indications of the cooking activity
that prevailed.
Pottery: The pottery recovered from both the trenches is uniform in fabric and surface treat-
ment. The clay used is highly gritty containing sand particles and oven tiny quart/, pdlets. However
a few thinner sherds arc medium in fabric.
The pottery is pi-edomhu'nily hand-iuadc where the bodies are thicker and undulations on inner
and outer surface are clearly seen. In certain cases the rims are also irregular suggesting hand moulding.
In some specimens (he rims and necks arc neatly made, probably on a slow wheel and then luted to the
body of the vessel. The rims might have also been moulded cm already prepared moulds and burnt
to thick reel One such mould fragment* with a groove is found in the excavations. Probably the mould
is used to get a perfect round rim with ease and quickly. Smaller vessels might have been made mainly
on slow wheel. The spout and the fiat bases an* separatlcy made and luted to the vessels. The flat bases
bear imit impressions indicating the use of the mats made of date-leaves. Those arts added to the vessele
with round base, when, they arc still wet. Lug handles are also like-wise* attached to the body. Ths
only decoration generally found is a raised fillet running horizontally ground the neck or shoulder
of large vessels and luted on to the rna in body so as to take £on a triangular section. But for this th^
pottery is plain and purely utilitarian.
The surfaces are mostly burnished probably with a hard substance with good pressure in muitj
directions, as the striations ar«e distinctly visible. There are also specimens where one of the sides is
left unburnished and rusticated,
The pottery is divided into six types:  (1)    Red ware,    (2)   chocolate ware,      (3)    grey warc^
(4) black ware,     (5) buff ware and (6) black and red ware.
 (1)	Red ware: Red ware ranges in colour from dull to deep red and almost parallel to grey ware
in profusion.   It is thinly slipped in some cases and simply washed in others.
 (2)	Chocolate ware:    There are few sherds in deep chocolate ware*    The surface treatment is akin
to that of red ware*

 (3)	Grey ware .- These shades range from pale grey to dark grey. Many of the larger pots were
made either in this ware or in red ware. Smaller pots indicated by thinner sherds are also found in this
ware.    Spouted vessels, of which the spouts alone are ^available were  made in  this  ware.    It is thinly
slipped.   There are specimens without any slip.    Some might  have  self slip.
 (4)	Black ware:   There is not much  difference in the  surface   treatment of black ware  from
the oth-sr wares.    As observed in majority of specimens, the inner side is left without any   dressing.   This
ware is generally thinner in sections.

